[Rotation isomerization of side chains of globular proteins and its effect on the x-ray scattering curves of proteins in a solution].
A new method has been developed for averaging the intensity of X-ray diffuse scattering of proteins by different conformations of side groups. The method is based on the algorithm allowing to calculate statistical weights of rotation isomers of side chains. It is shown that for protein structures obtained from high resolution crystallographic data, conformations of the majority of surface groups correspond to rotation isomers with the greatest statistical weight. It has been found that for medium size proteins (with molecular weight varying from 15,000 to 30,000 dalton) whose structure has been determined at high resolution, the influence of rotation isomerization of side chains on the scattering indicatrices does not exceed 5%. The influence of side chains mobility on the scattering curves of large proteins is also small. For these two classes of proteins the rotation isomerization of side groups can be ignored when interpreting significant (exceeding 10%) divergences between experimental and theoretical scattering curves.